
The IPC is BC’s first ever junior indoor field hockey league, attracting girls and boys from around the province to train year-round. Our goal is 
to accelerate both technical and tactical proficiency in field hockey, which directly carries over to the outdoor game. The Indoor Pro Challenge, 
or “IPC” as it’s known, is now open in North and West Vancouver, Richmond, Tri-Cities, Victoria, and Cowichan. IPC1 (Sept/Oct/Nov 2013) was 
completely sold-out, and we expect re-registrations for IPC2 to be near 100%. More locations are being added each week, so stay tuned!

Indoor field hockey is a technically demanding game, that has immediate positive benefits on your outdoor field hockey skills. It is also very 
aerobically challenging (you will get a great workout)! Indoor field hockey is hugely popular throughout the top-leagues across the world, 
including powerhouse outdoor nations such at the Netherlands, Germany, Belgium, England and Spain. It is not just “by chance” that these 
European nations play indoor field hockey, and also dominate the outdoor game. The technical precision, tactical awareness, and speed of 
indoor field hockey pays huge dividends once a player returns to the outdoor game. The best players in the world all play indoor field hockey.

Unlike the outdoor version of the game, indoor rules do not allow the ball to be lifted off the ground, or traditional hitting or slapping of the ball. 
Instead, players must rely on their technical precision, speed and aerobic strength. At the IPC, we promise an exciting, memorable field hockey 
experience that junior players of all ages and abilities will enjoy.

JUST BECAUSE HIGH-SCHOOL SEASON IS OVER IN NOVEMBER... DOESN’T 
MEAN YOU CAN’T KEEP PLAYING FIELD HOCKEY YEAR-ROUND! JOIN IPC!

What’s included in your $179 registration fee, with the Indoor Pro Challenge?

- Warmth. Lots of it. Stay off half-frozen fields, and get out of the driving rain and wind. Wear t-shirt and shorts to IPC, and enjoy!
- 6 weeks of fun and intense IPC indoor field hockey training and games...
- 1 x limited edition IPC t-shirt... you will look awesome out there on the court. :)
- Excellent coaching from current and ex-National team players... learn from the best!
- Play in our regional tournament at the end of the 6-weeks... happening BEFORE Spring Break!
- An amazing, unique field hockey experience that will take your game to the next level.

We’re offering FULL FLEXIBILITY to accommodate your skiing/soccer/other activity schedules! IPC is only 
once (1x) per week, so the commitment is really minimal... but the impact on your game will be huge!

Interested? Visit www.ipcfieldhockey.com, and get registered!
Direct Link To Registration Page: http://bit.ly/IPC2Registration

Need help or more information? Please call us on 604.800.9093 or email us at: info@ipcfieldhockey.com	

Please help us grow the IPC, by sharing this information with other parents, players, and coaches. The more registrations, the higher 
the quality of play becomes, and everyone benefits! Thank you so much for your support, as the IPC continues to grow in 2014.

OUR IPC COACHING COMMITMENT TO ALL IPC ATHLETES:
We inspire athletes with a dynamic collaboration of the most creative, knowledgeable coaches in the country. The IPC progression takes the 
athlete through all phases of the game, thoughtfully integrating the technical and tactical components in an efficient, innovative way. We 
challenge athletes to be disciplined in the fundamentals and principles of attack and defense while, encouraging creative decision making with 
limited time and space. We work hard to provide each athlete with feedback to promote proper technique and tactical awareness. Our entire 
staff is dedicated to creating a positive learning environment where the athlete feels safe to take risks and constantly push the limits of their 
game.

ARE YOU READY FOR OUR WINTER SESSION 2014?
REGISTRATION NOW OPEN FOR JAN/FEB/MARCH 2014.

JOIN THE HOTTEST FIELD HOCKEY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM IN BC!
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